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ABSTRACT
A relativistic spacecraft of the type envisioned by the Breakthrough Starshot initiative will inevitably
get charged through collisions with interstellar particles and UV photons. Interstellar magnetic fields
would, therefore, deflect the trajectory of the spacecraft. We calculate the expected deflection for
typical interstellar conditions. We also find that the charge distribution of the spacecraft is asymmet-
ric, producing an electric dipole moment. The interaction between the moving electric dipole and the
interstellar magnetic field is found to produce a large torque, which can result in fast oscillation of
the spacecraft around the axis perpendicular to the direction of motion, with a period of ∼ 0.5 hr.
We then study the spacecraft rotation arising from impulsive torques by dust bombardment. Finally,
we discuss the effect of the spacecraft rotation and suggest several methods to mitigate it.
Keywords: interstellar medium, interplanetary medium, space vehicles
1. INTRODUCTION
The Breakthrough Starshot initiative1 aims to launch
gram-scale spacecraft with miniaturized electronic com-
ponents (such as camera, navigation, and communica-
tion systems) to relativistic speeds (v ∼ 0.2c). This will
enable the spacecraft to reach the nearest stars, like α
Centauri (distance of 1.34 pc), within a human lifetime.
Such spacecraft would also revolutionize exploration of
the solar system, the neighboring Oort cloud, and the
local interstellar medium (ISM).
The recent discovery of an Earth-mass planet around
the nearest star, Proxima b (Anglada-Escude´ et al.
2016), gives a strong boost to the concept of a flyby mis-
sion. The question whether Proxima b hosts an atmo-
sphere will be addressed by the James Webb Space Tele-
scope (Kreidberg & Loeb 2016), but a spacecraft could
probe more closely signs of life. The main challenge in
navigating the spacecraft involves achieving a high ac-
curacy in aiming at the target.
Hoang et al. (2017b) studied in detail the damage to
a relativistic spacecraft in the ISM. Dust collisions in-
cur the most severe damage, which can be mitigated
1 https://breakthroughinitiatives.org/Initiative/3
by adding a shield of a few mm in thickness made of a
strong material like graphite. In this paper, we investi-
gate the dynamics of the spacecraft, including the ISM
effect on the spacecraft trajectory and orientation.
The trajectory of a relativistic spacecraft will be
affected by both gravitational and non-gravitational
forces. In practice, the spacecraft will be subject to drag
forces due to collisions with interstellar gas and dust.
Moreover, the spacecraft will inevitably get charged by
such collisions. As a result, the charged spacecraft will
experience a Lorentz force from the interstellar magnetic
field and gets deflected from its straight trajectory. We
will first quantify the corresponding deflection of the
spacecraft trajectory.
The spacecraft is also expected to experience impul-
sive torques due to dust bombardment, which induces
the spacecraft rotation. Moreover, the resulting charge
distribution is likely to be asymmetric, producing an
electric dipole moment. The interaction of the moving
dipole with the interstellar magnetic field will turn the
spacecraft around its center of mass, leading to enhanced
damage by interstellar matter. Throughout this paper,
we will use the cgs units.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We first dis-
cuss the charging of a relativistic spacecraft by colli-
sions and photoemission, and calculate the maximum
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resulting surface potential in Section 2. In Section 3, we
consider the forces and torques that a charged space-
craft experiences in the magnetized ISM. In Section 4,
we calculate the resulting deflection of the spacecraft in
the interstellar magnetic field. Section 5 is devoted for
studying the oscillation and rotation of the spacecraft by
regular and impulsive torques. Finally, we discuss the
implications of our results in Section 6 and summarize
our conclusions in Section 7.
2. CHARGING OF A RELATIVISTIC
SPACECRAFT
For our present study, we use the model Starchip con-
sidered in Hoang et al. (2017b), in the form of a thin
tube of height H , width W , and length L. The op-
timal shape of the spacecraft with the smallest frontal
cross-section is needle-like with H = W ≪ L, as shown
in Figure 1. We assume that the spacecraft is mov-
ing with the velocity v parallel to the long axis, such
that the cross-section surface area of the spacecraft is
Asf =WH =W
2.
2.1. Collisional charging
2.1.1. General consideration
Upon collisions with the spacecraft, energetic elec-
trons and ions penetrate and transfer their kinetic en-
ergy to the target electrons. The projectiles are stopped
within the spacecraft eventually if their penetration
depth is shorter than the spacecraft length (Hoang et al.
2017b). During their path within the spacecraft, ener-
getic incident electrons can liberate numerous secondary
electrons. Some of these electrons can have enough ki-
netic energy to reach the surface. If their kinetic energy
at the surface is above the surface potential, they will
exit as free electrons. This electron emission process
leads to a positive charge of the spacecraft.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the spacecraft charging
process through which a thin surface layer becomes posi-
tively charged through collisions with electrons and pro-
tons. The volume of this charged region (colored) is con-
strained by the penetration depth of protons RH, much
larger then the electron penetration depth Re. We de-
fine aeff as the radius of the equivalent sphere that has
the same volume as the charged region,
aeff ≡
(
3RHAsf
4pi
)1/3
=
(
3RHW
2
4pi
)1/3
. (1)
The charged region and aeff vary with v because the
penetration depth RH is a function of the spacecraft
speed v (see Hoang et al. 2017b).
2.1.2. Electron bombardment
Secondary electron emission by electron bombardment
is well studied in the literature. The interested reader is
H
L
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Spacecraft charging by gas collision
Figure 1. Schematic of the needle-like spacecraft of height
H , width W , and length L. The spacecraft surface area is
Asf = WH . A thin surface layer can be highly charged by
electron emission from collisions with interstellar electrons
and protons, while the sides of the spacecraft are weakly
charged through photoelectric emission of electrons by the
absorption of UV photons.
referred to the classical review by Hachenberg & Brauer
(1959) and a more recent review by Schou (1980), for
more details. Here, we only provide the essential formu-
lae.
Let δ(E0, 0) be the electron emission yield, which is
defined by the total number of electrons emitted per an
incident electron of initial energy E0. For a bulk solid,
the emission yield can be described by:
δ(E0, 0) = δm
4E0/Em
(1 + E0/Em)2
, (2)
where Em and δm are the peak energy and maximum
yield (Hachenberg & Brauer 1959; Draine & Salpeter
1979). Experimental data show that, for quartz, Em =
420 eV and δm = 2.9. For graphite, Em = 250 eV and
δm = 1 (Hachenberg & Brauer 1959).
For E0 ≫ Em, Equation (2) scales as 1/E0, as ex-
pected from the Rutherford cross-section. For E0 ≪
Em, the yield is linearly dependent on E0.
The energy distribution of secondary electrons is un-
certain. The emission yield for the secondary elec-
tron with energy E > Es is approximately given by
(Draine & Salpeter 1979):
δ(E0, E) =
δ(E0, 0)
[1 + 0.125(E/eV)2]1/2
, (3)
where Es is the threshold for escaping from the surface,
and E is in unit of eV . This provides a good fit to
experimental data in solids, and is proportional to 1/E
for large E as expected from Rutherford scattering of
secondary electrons.
The emission yield from the spacecraft of surface elec-
tric potential U is given by,
δ(E0, U) = δ(E0, E = eU), (4)
where Es = eU is the threshold for free electrons. For
our case, the spacecraft is rapidly charged to eU ≫ 1 eV .
In this regime, we can approximate Equation (3) as fol-
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lows:
δ(E0, U) ≈
δ(E0, 0)√
0.125(E/ eV )
≈ δ(E0, 0)
0.35(eU/ eV )
. (5)
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the emission yield
versus the spacecraft speed v for different values of the
spacecraft potential between U = 0 and U = Umax,e/2.
Because Umax,e is a function of v (see Section 2.1.5), we
find a steeper decline of the yield with v for increased
U .
2.1.3. Proton bombardment
Ion bombardment can also induce the emission of sec-
ondary electrons. The physics is similar to electron
impact. Sternglass (1957) first presented a theoretical
study on electron emission by energetic protons. An
analysis for spacecraft under astrophysical conditions is
compiled in Whipple (1981).
Let γ(E0, 0) be the total electron emission yield in-
duced by an proton of initial energy E0. For metals,
Hasselkamp (1992) showed that the total emission yield
by proton bombardment is proportional to the stopping
power dE/dx,
γ(E0, 0) = Λe
dE
dx
, (6)
where Λe is specific yield that depends on the material
(Schou 1980). A good fit for the emission yield by im-
pinging protons shows an independence of Λe on the ion
energy Λe ≈ 0.1 (A˚/eV).
Based on experiments for 17 different projectile ions
on carbon targets, Clouvas et al. (1993) found a good
fit to their data with Λe ∼ 0.36 (A˚/eV).
As in the case of impinging electrons, the emission
yield by proton impacts producing secondary electrons
of kinetic energy E > Es is given by
γ(E0, E) =
γ(E0, 0)
[1 + 0.125(E/eV)2]
1/2
. (7)
Therefore, the emission yield that enters Equation (7)
is given by
γ(E0, U) = γ(E0, E = eU), (8)
where Es = eU is the threshold for free electrons.
Figure 2 (right panel) shows δ(E0, 0) computed based
on Equation (6) for graphite material in compari-
son to experimental data from Clouvas et al. (1989)
and Hasselkamp (1992). Data for metal targets from
Hasselkamp et al. (1981) are also shown. The stopping
power dE/dx for the selected material is taken from
Hoang et al. (2017b). An excellent agreement between
the theory and data is achieved for v > 0.05c. The
analytical fit suggested by Katz et al. (1977) (see also
Whipple 1981) is not valid for the relativistic case of
v > 0.1c (see red line).
For our calculations in the present paper, we calculate
γ(E0, 0) using Equation (6) with Λe = 0.55/2 (A˚/eV)
which provides the best-fit to the data by Clouvas et al.
(1989) (see the right panel of Figure 2). Here the fac-
tor 2 accounts for the fact that the experiments studied
by Clouvas et al. (1989) were conducted for thin foils
where electrons can escape from both sides. For our long
spacecraft, the yield is expected to be a factor 2 smaller
because electrons only escape from the front side.
2.1.4. Heavy ion bombardment
Energetic heavy ions are expected to produce a larger
electron emission yield than protons due to the larger
stopping power dE/dx. The experiments discussed
in Borovsky & Suszcynsky (1991) and Clouvas et al.
(1993) show that the emission yield by heavy ions is
about two orders of magnitude larger than that of pro-
tons. However, since the interstellar abundance of heavy
atoms is more than four orders of magnitude lower than
hydrogen, the net emission yield by heavy ions is negligi-
ble compared to impinging electrons and protons. Thus,
charging by electron emission due to heavy ions can be
neglected.
Moreover, bombardment of fast heavy ions can eject
target nuclei through a process so-called electronic sput-
tering (Hoang et al. 2015). For our high energy case,
this process is shown to be inefficient and yields a rather
low sputtering yield. For instance, Hoang et al. (2015)
found that iron ions can produce a sputtering yield of
YFe < 0.1 for v > 0.1c. The net yield for Fe abundance
of XFe ∼ 10−5 is XFeYFe < 10−6, which is negligible
compared to the electron emission by electrons and pro-
tons.
2.1.5. Maximum surface electric potential and Coulomb
explosions
The accumulation of positive charge by collisions grad-
ually increases the electric potential of the spacecraft
surface U . When the potential is sufficiently large such
that the liberated electrons cannot overcome the surface
potential to exit from it as free electrons, the spacecraft
is maximally charged.
The maximum surface potential Umax,p achieved by
impinging particles p is determined by the maximum en-
ergy that the projectile can transfer to the target atomic
electron:
eUmax,p = Tmax,p, (9)
which yields eUmax,e = mev
2/2 for impinging electrons
and eUmax,H = 2mev
2 = 4eUmax,e for impinging protons
(see Hoang et al. 2015).
The corresponding maximum charge is equal to
Zsp,max =
Umax,paeff
e
, (10)
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Figure 2. Left panel: Electron emission yield δ(E0, U) calculated for the different potentials of a graphite spacecraft. Larger
U values substantially reduce the emission yield. Right panel: Emission yield by proton impact γ(E0, 0) computed vs.
experimental data for metals and carbon targets. The fit for the carbon target is calculated using dE/dx of graphite.
where aeff is the radius of the charged region that also
depends on the spacecraft speed v (see Figure 1).
We note that Umax,H is much smaller than
the Coulomb disruption limit, eφCoul,max ≃
104
(
Smax/10
10dyn cm−2
)1/2
(aeff/0.1 cm) keV. Here
Smax is the maximum tensile strength of the material
that can reach Smax ∼ 1011dyn cm−2 for ideal material
(see Hoang et al. 2015). Thus, spacecraft damage by
Coulomb explosions can be neglected.
2.2. Photoelectric Emission
The spacecraft can be charged by absorption of inter-
stellar UV photons via the photoelectric effect.
The flux of the interstellar UV photons with energy
E from 5− 13.6 eV is (Draine 1978):
F (E)=1.658× 106E − 2.152× 105E2
+6.919× 103E3 cm−2s−1 sr−1 eV−1, (11)
where E is given in units of eV.
The total number density of UV photons is equal to
nUV =
∫ 13.6 eV
5 eV
EF (E)dE/c = 0.06 cm−3. Thus, the
UV photon density is an order of magnitude lower than
the total electron and proton density in the local ISM
of ∼ 0.5 cm−3. Moreover, the UV photon energy is low
(< 20 eV ), so that liberated electrons cannot have suffi-
cient energy to escape from the front end after the space-
craft is already charged to a sufficiently large potential
of U > 20 eV. The photoelectric effect is negligible for
charging the front side of a relativistic spacecraft com-
pared to gas particle collisions. On the other hand, the
photoelectric effect is important for charging the back
end and the sides of the spacecraft. Nevertheless, the
maximum surface potential achieved by UV photons is
much smaller than the maximum potential of the front
side of Umax,e ∼ 104 eV.
2.3. Electric dipole
As shown in Figure 1, a thin surface layer of thickness
∼ RH will be positively charged. The center of charge,
Zsp, is displaced from the center of mass by ∼ L/2,
producing an electric dipole moment. The electric dipole
is directed along the long axis xˆ and equal to
µed ≈
eZspL
2
xˆ. (12)
3. FORCES AND TORQUES ACTING ON A
CHARGED SPACECRAFT
Below, we will discuss the forces and torques that a
charged spacecraft experiences during its journey in the
magnetized ISM.
3.1. Electromagnetic forces
The charged spacecraft experiences the Lorentz force
due to the interstellar magnetic field:
FB =
eZspvB⊥
c
, (13)
where B⊥ is the magnetic field component perpendicular
to the direction of motion of the spacecraft.
For the short period when the spacecraft is moving
through the solar system, the motion of the solar system
with respect to the ambient magnetic field induces an
electric field E = v⊙ ×B. Thus, the electric force is
FE = eZspE =
eZspv⊙B⊥
c
. (14)
Since v⊙ is much lower than v, FE ≪ FB, so this force
can be neglected.
The spacecraft is also subject to the force exerted by
the solar wind, which is given by Equation (14) with v⊙
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replaced by the solar wind velocity vsw. Since vsw ≪ c,
the resulting force is negligible.
3.2. Drag forces
Gas atoms that collide with the spacecraft produce a
drag force,
Fdrag,coll ≃ 1.4nHmHv2Asf , (15)
where the factor of 1.4 accounts for the He with abun-
dance of 10%, and nH,mH are the proton number den-
sity and mass, respectively.
A charged body moving in a plasma is also ex-
pected to experience a Coulomb drag force. How-
ever, in the relativistic limit of v ≫ (2kTgas/mH)1/2 ∼
106(Tgas/10
4K)1/2 cm/ s. When the spacecraft motion
is much faster than the thermal speed of protons, the
Coulomb drag is negligible.
The resulting slowing down of the space-
craft by drag forces in the ISM is described
the fractional velocity change, ∆v/v ∼ 2.3 ×
10−6(NH/10
18 cm−2)(Asf/1 cm
2)(1 g/Msp). This
implies that the spacecraft will be delayed in reaching
the target by about 2 hr over the travel time of 20
years to α Centauri. This finding is consistent with the
conclusion obtained in Lubin (2016).
When the lightsail is open, an additional drag from
from interstellar gas is present. However, such drag force
is negligible for relativistic thin lightsails (Hoang 2017).
3.3. Torques
3.3.1. Regular torque on the electric dipole
A charged spacecraft moving through the interstellar
magnetic field is subject to an equivalent electric field:
E
′ =
v ×B
c
. (16)
The interaction of the electric dipole with the equiva-
lent electric field induces a torque:
Γed = µed ×E′ =
eZspL
2
[
xˆ× v ×B
c
]
. (17)
The resulting effect of this torque is to rotate the space-
craft around the y-axis, perpendicular to the direction
of motion (see Figure 3).
3.3.2. Impulsive torques by dust impact
In addition to drag forces, the spacecraft will expe-
rience impulsive torques due to collisions with gas and
dust. For an axisymmetric surface, gas bombardment
results in a zero averaged torque, but an irregularly
shaped spacecraft is subject to a net mechanical torque
(Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Hoang et al. 2017a). Here we
assume that the spacecraft is axisymmetric, such that
the regular mechanical torque is zero.
H
L
W
v
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+
+ +
BISM
E = vxBISM/c
dipole
Figure 3. Interaction of a charged spacecraft with a velocity
v along the x-direction in the interstellar magnetic field along
the y-direction. The equivalent electric field in the spacecraft
is oriented along the z-direction. The torque acting on the
dipole results in the oscillation of the spacecraft around the
y-axis.
Due to its large mass, a single collision with a dust
grain of mass mgr can deposit a considerable angular
momentum on the spacecraft over a very short interac-
tion time:
δJ ∼ mgrvW
2
. (18)
The net increase of the spacecraft angular momentum
after experiencing Ncoll collisions can be estimated using
the random walk formula:
∆J = N
1/2
coll δJ. (19)
Assuming that all interstellar dust mass is concen-
trated in a sizebin of 0.1µm and the dust-to-gas mass
ratio of 0.01, the total number of collisions with 0.1µm
grains is
Ncoll∼
0.01NHmHAsf
(ρ4pi/3)× 10−15 cm3
∼ 106
(
NH
1018 cm−2
)(
Asf
1 cm2
)(
3 g cm−3
ρ
)
, (20)
where NH is the gas column swept by the spacecraft.
The expected value of NH to α Centauri is in the range
of 3 × 1017 − 1018 cm−2 (Linsky & Wood 1996). Thus,
we expect to have Ncoll ∼ 106 collisions by the time the
spacecraft reaches α Centauri.
4. DEFLECTION OF SPACECRAFT IN THE
INTERSTELLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
Next, we aim to quantify the deflection of the charged
spacecraft in the interstellar magnetic field.
4.1. Gas column required for maximum charge
Because the charge of the spacecraft increases with
time, it is of interest to know when the charge reaches
its equilibrium value.
The charging rate by collisions with electrons for a
spacecraft of charge Z (potential U) is given by,
JZ,e = −nevAsf (se − δ) , (21)
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Figure 4. Gas column density required for the spacecraft
to reach its maximum electric potential Umax,e (solid lines)
and Umax,H (dotted lines) for different surface areas Asf .
Shaded area marks the expected gas column toward α Cen-
tauri (Linsky & Wood 1996), and the vertical line indicates
the typical velocity of v = 0.2c.
where se is the sticking coefficient, and δ = δ(E0, U)
with E0 = mev
2/2.
Similarly, the charging rate due to proton bombard-
ment is equal to,
JZ,i = nHvAsf (si + γ) , (22)
where si is the sticking coefficient, and γ = γ(E0, U)
with E0 = mHv
2/2. Here we disregard the possibility
of recombination of protons with target electrons be-
cause the protons move with much higher speeds than
the Bohr velocity. The focusing effect is also negligible
because the maximum energy potential is always much
smaller than the proton kinetic energy. For an elongated
design, the sticking coefficients, se = si = 1.
The increase in the spacecraft electric potential due
to collisional charging is given by,
dU
dt
= AsfnHv
e2
aeff
[δ(v, U) + γ(v, U)] . (23)
Thus, the gas column swept by the spacecraft to reach
the maximum electric potential, denoted by NH,max, is
calculated as,
NH,maxAsf
e2
aeff
=
∫ Umax,e
0
dU
δ + γ
+
∫ Umax,H
Umax,e
dU
γ
(24)
≃ 0.35
[
(eUmax,e/ eV )
2
δ0 + γ0
+
15(eUmax,e/ eV )
2
γ0
]
eV,
where δ(v, U) was substituted from Equation (5), δ0 =
δ(E0, 0), γ0 = γ(E0, 0), eUmax,e is in units of eV, and
aeff is given by Equation (1).
The first and second terms in Equation (24) deter-
mines the maximum column required to reach Umax,e
and Umax,H, respectively.
Note that the maximum surface potential is only de-
termined by the energy transfer Tmax, which is inde-
pendent of the spacecraft material, leading to the weak
dependence of NH,max on the material. Therefore, in the
following, we present our numerical results for a space-
craft made of graphite only.
Figure 4 shows the column density of gas required
to produce the maximum potential Umax,e (solid lines)
and Umax,H (dotted lines). The latter is much larger, as
expected from Equation (24). The increase of NH,max
is expected due to the increase of Umax with v as given
by Equation (9). For a speed of v = 0.2c, the spacecraft
needs to traverse a gas column of NH < 10
15 cm−2 in
order to reach Umax,e, which corresponds to less than
0.1% of the pathlength to α Centauri. A gas column
of 16 times larger is required to reach Umax,H. In what
follows, we adopt U = Umax,e and Zsp = Zsp,max in our
numerical calculations. Results for taking U = Umax,H
will also be discussed.
4.2. Uniform interstellar magnetic field
The charged spacecraft would move in a helical tra-
jectory in a uniform magnetic field. The gyroradius of
a charged spacecraft
Rg =
Mspvc
eZspB⊥
, (25)
provides the curvature of the spacecraft trajectory in the
magnetic field.
The deflection impact parameter from the target at a
distance D ≪ Rg is given by,
b = Dα ≈ D
2
Rg
=
D2eZspB⊥
Mspvc
, (26)
where sinα ∼ α ∼ D/Rg. The above equation can be
rewritten as(
bAU
D2pcBµG
)
≃ 0.017
(
Zsp
1010
)(
1 g
Msp
)(
0.2c
v
)
, (27)
where bAU = (b/1AU), D pc = (D/1 pc), and BµG =
(B⊥/1µG).
The magnetic field of the local ISM near the Sun
is studied in Frisch et al. (2012). The mean magnetic
strength of ∼ 3µG is inferred from observations by In-
terstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) in Zirnstein et al.
(2016). The strength of interstellar magnetic field to-
ward α Centauri is uncertain, but likely between 3 −
10µG. Thus, the corresponding deflection distance is
b ∼ 0.1− 0.3AU for the magnetic field in this range.
Figure 5 shows the deflection distance (b/D2B) as a
function of v for the different spacecraft masses, cal-
culated for Zsp = Zsp,max. The deflection distance in-
creases with v but decreases with the spacecraft mass.
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Figure 5. Deflection distance off the intended target planet
versus spacecraft speed for the different spacecraft masses.
Larger speeds induce larger deflections due to the increase of
the maximum surface charge with the speed as v2.
We note that after the spacecraft is charged to Umax,H,
the deflection impact factor is increased by a factor of
Umax,H/Umax,e = 4.
4.3. Effect of non-uniform interstellar medium
The actual ISM is not uniform, with fluctuating gas
density, which results in the fluctuation of the collisional
charging. However, after the maximum charge is ob-
tained, the effect of density fluctuation is rather weak.
The chance for the presence of dense clumps that can
heat the spacecraft to melting temperature is low (see
(Hoang et al. 2017b)). Therefore, we consider a uniform
ISM for simplicity.
4.4. Deflection by stellar magnetic fields
There is no information about the magnetic field in
the astrosphere of α Centauri A and B. However, sim-
ilarly to the Sun, we expect the stellar winds to cre-
ate magnetic fields out to a distance of ∼ 100 AU. The
magnetic field may be locally amplified due to a bow-
shock around the stellar wind. The magnetic field and
stellar wind around Proxima Centauri were studied in
Garraffo et al. (2016). However, the path within the
stellar neighborhood is rather short. As a result, the de-
flection is negligible compared to the deflection caused
by the interstellar magnetic field. It is worth noting
that, due to the presence of the stellar wind, the atmo-
sphere of Proxima b may be detected through its radio
aurora emission (Burkhart & Loeb 2017).
5. SPACECRAFT OSCILLATION AND ROTATION
5.1. Oscillation by equivalent electric field
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
v/c
103
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T
ed
(s
ec
)
B ⟂ =1µG
3µG
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10µG
Figure 6. Oscillation period of the spacecraft Ted vs. its
speed for the different magnetic field strengths, assuming
spacecraft dimensions L = 5 cm,W = 0.3 cm and mass
Msp = 1g are chosen.
The oscillation of the spacecraft due to the torque (see
Equation 17) on the moving dipole in the interstellar
magnetic field is governed by the equation of motion:
I⊥dω
dt
=
eZspL
2c
vB⊥ sinφ, (28)
where I⊥ is the moment of inertia for rotation along the
axis perpendicular to the direction of motion, and φ is
the angle between the dipole and E′ (see Figure 3).
The inertia moments for the rotation parallel and per-
pendicular to the long axis are I‖ = MspW
2/6 and
I⊥ =Msp(W
2+L2)/12, with Msp = ρLW
2 and ρ being
the mass density.
Adopting the small angle approximation with ω =
−dφ/dt, Equation (28) yields the oscillation period of
the dipole with respect to E′:
Ted=
2pi
Ω
= 2pi
(
2I⊥c
eZspLvB⊥
)1/2
≃ 0.37(Msp/1 g)
(5 cm/L)
(
1010
Zsp
)
(0.2c/v)
(B⊥/5µG)
hr, (29)
which implies that the spacecraft will spin rapidly
around the axis perpendicular to the direction of motion
on a period of ∼ 0.5 hr. When the spacecraft is charged
to Umax,H, the oscillation rate (1/Ted) is increased by a
factor of Umax,H/Umax,e = 4.
Figure 6 shows Ted calculated from Equation (29) for
different values of B⊥. The spacecraft will oscillate
faster when moving at higher speeds v or traverses a
region with an enhanced interstellar magnetic field.
Upon entering the stellar magnetosphere, the strong
stellar magnetic field can substantially enhance the rate
of spacecraft oscillation through its electric dipole as
shown in Figure 6 by a factor of B/5µG.
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5.2. Rotation by dust bombardment
Using δJ from Equation (18), we can estimate the
angular velocity arising from a single collision with a
dust grain of mass mgr:
δω=
δJ
I⊥
≈ 6mgrvW
Msp(L2 +W 2)
(30)
≃ 10−6a3−5
( v
0.2c
) (W/0.3 cm)
Msp(L/5 cm)2
s−1, (31)
where a−5 = (agr/10
−5 cm). Thus, a single collision can
set the spacecraft to spin with δω ∼ 10−6 s−1.
For the case in which all dust mass is concentrated in a
single size agr (i.e., single size distribution), the rotation
frequency after Ncoll (Eq. 20) collisions is calculated
using the total angular momentum ∆J from Equation
(19):
Ω∼ ∆J
I⊥
∼
√
Ncollδω
≃ 10−3
(
NH
1018 cm−2
)
a3−5
(0.2c/v)
(W/0.3 cm)
Msp(L/5 cm)2
s−1.(32)
This yields the rotation period:
Tcoll=
2pi
Ω
≃ 1.7
(
1018 cm−2
NH
)
(0.2c/v)
a3−5
Msp(L/5 cm)
2
(W/0.3 cm)
hr, (33)
which corresponds to one revolution over a pathlength
of 2AU at v = 0.2c.
To consider the effect of spacecraft collisions with
grains of different sizes, let adopt the grain size distri-
bution from Mathis et al. (1977): f(a) ≡ n−1H dn/da =
AMRNa
−3.5 with AMRN = 10
−25.16 cm−2.5. By using the
random walk formula, we obtain
Ω2=
∫ amax
amin
(
6vW
Msp(L2 +W 2)
)2
NHm
2
gr(a)f(a)da
=
(
4pi
3
× 6mgrvW
Msp(L2 +W 2)
)2
NHAMRN
a3.5max
3.5
, (34)
where amin and amax are the lower and upper cutoff of
the size distribution. With the standard cutoff of the
interstellar dust amax = 0.25µm (Mathis et al. 1977),
we obtain which yields
Tcoll ≃ 0.78
(
1018 cm−2
NH
)(
0.2c
v
)
Msp(L/5 cm)
2
(W/0.3 cm)
hr, (35)
which is a factor 2 smaller than the period estimated for
the single size dust distribution (Eq. 33).
Thus, the rotation by dust collisions is much less im-
portant than that by the equivalent electric field for
NH < 10
17 cm−2. When approaching α Centauri, the
rotation by dust collisions is comparable to that by the
equivalent electric field.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Effect of spacecraft deflection
We have found that the spacecraft can be deflected
significantly by the interstellar magnetic field. For α
Centauri (D = 1.34 pc), following Figure 5, we find the
deflection impact parameter is b ∼ 0.1AU ∼ 20R⊙ at
v = 0.2c for B⊥ ∼ 3µG) and Msp = 1 g, assuming the
maximum surface potential Umax,e. The deflection is
16 times larger when the maximum potential Umax,H is
adopted. This deflection is significant since it amounts
to twice the separation of Proxima b from its hosts star,
Proxima Centauri.
The uncertainty in the deflection of the charged space-
craft by the interstellar magnetic field requires active
course corrections by the spacecraft during its flight.
These corrections can be achieved by thrusters.
6.2. Effect of Spacecraft Oscillation and Rotation
We have shown that the spacecraft can be rotated by
the regular torque acting on the electric dipole moving
through the magnetic field and impulsive torques from
dust collisions. Such an effect can change the orientation
of the spacecraft.
In particular, the fast oscillation of the spacecraft can
increase its frontal cross-sectioned area, which enhances
the risks from dust impact, especially the chance of hit-
ting very big grains that can completely evaporate the
spacecraft with a single collision (Hoang et al. 2017b).
Also, the rotation could expose the spacecraft to en-
hanced gas bombardment, extending the charged region
to the entire spacecraft volume. As a result, the de-
flection by the magnetic field could be substantially in-
creased by a factor of LW 2/RHW
2 ∼ L/RH.
It is worthy to mention that the rotation of a charged
spacecraft can produce a magnetic moment, leading to
the precession of the spacecraft around the ambient
magnetic field.
Note that the dipole oscillation and rotation by dust
bombardment should be treated simultaneously. Nev-
ertheless, the dipole oscillation frequency is about one
order of magnitude faster than the dust collision fre-
quency. Moreover, a collision with a dust grain only
deposits a small angular momentum to the spacecraft
(see Section 5). Therefore, the separation of these two
processes remains valid.
6.3. Methods to mitigate spacecraft rotation
To mitigate the instability due to dust collisions, we
suggest launching spacecraft fast spinning around its
long axis. The resulting large angular momentum can
better align the spacecraft with the direction of motion.
To mitigate the rotation caused by the spacecraft
charging, one can also put a shield of thickness d sat-
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isfying Re < d < RH. Such a shield can capture all
impinging electrons and let most protons pass through.
Since the electron yield is smaller than unity for v > 0.1c
(see Figure 2), the shield will be negatively charged to
the maximum potential of -10 kV. If the electron flow
is collected, then, one can harvest an energy power of
∼ nHmev3/2 ∼ 2mWcm−2 (B.T. Draine, private com-
munication). Nevertheless, such a thin shield would be
eroded by gas and dust collisions before the spacecraft
reaches the target (Hoang et al. 2017b).
Another way to reduce the spacecraft charge is to
launch the spacecraft with a net negative charge. It
is also possible to use an electron gun to moderate the
charge and acquire a better control on the spacecraft
trajectory.
6.4. Stellar corona and effect of plasma heating
If entering the stellar corona as contemplated by
Heller & Hippke (2017), the spacecraft will be rapidly
heated to a high temperature by gas collisions
(Hoang et al. 2017b). The typical density in active re-
gions of solar corona declines with radius R as ni ∼
104(100R⊙/R)
2 cm−3 (Sittler & Guhathakurta 1999).
Therefore, as shown in Hoang et al. (2017b), the space-
craft will be melted for R < 100R⊙. We note that the
Parker Solar Probe is intended to approach ∼ 10R⊙
to study the Sun’s chromosphere and corona. How-
ever, protecting the Solar probe requires a shield of
11.3cm thickness, which is too massive for gram-scale
nanocrafts.
7. SUMMARY
We studied the charging of the relativistic spacecraft
by secondary electron emission due to collisions with in-
terstellar gas. We have found that the front surface of
the spacecraft will be rapidly charged to a maximum
electric potential (charge) after it has swept a gas col-
umn of NH,max ∼ 1015 cm−2, on a scale much shorter
than the distance to α Centauri.
We quantified the deflection of the charged spacecraft
from a straight trajectory by the interstellar magnetic
field. We found that the deflection distance can be larger
than 20R⊙, depending on the speed and magnetic field
strength.
We also studied the oscillation of the spacecraft due
to the interaction of the moving electric dipole with the
magnetic field and the rotation by dust bombardment.
We found that the electric dipole interaction can induce
fast oscillation of the spacecraft around the axis per-
pendicular to the direction of motion, with a period of
∼ 0.5 hr. Impulsive torques by dust bombardment can
also spin-up the spacecraft along its short axes, with a
period of ∼1 hr.
Finally, we discussed the consequence of the space-
craft oscillation and rotation and suggested methods to
mitigate its impact.
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Foundation.
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